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creased or diminished, or its direction may be changed, so I HOW OUR PATENT LAWS PROMOTE AND IMPROVE ' PLEURO-PNEUMONIA, 
that the engines will be reversed or stopped. This en- : AMERICAN INDUSTRIES. The cattle plague, which is creating so much anxiety 
gine is remark a ble for its simplicity. The cylinders may On another page we print in full a most suggestive paper I throughout the Eastern States, is a contagious fever, affect-
be detached and changed if required, one size of bed answer-I recently read before the Manchester (Eng.) Scientific and ing cows chiefly, characterized by extensive exudations into 
ing for three different sizes of cylinder, which may vary only I Mechanical Society, by Mr. Frederick Smith, a prominent 1 the respiratory organs, and attended by a low typhus inflam
in diameter, the stroke being the same, so that the castings I builder of that city, contrasting the qualities, styles, and i mation of the lungs, plurm, and bronchia. - It has prevailed 
for engines of different power are the same except in the prices of American and English builders' hardware-a' in Europe for ages, at times developing into wide-spread 
matter of the cylinders and pistons, and all the parts are in- paper which the Ironmollger pronounces one of the most scourges, causing incalculable loss. It was imported into 
terchangeable-a feature of modern engine building that serious indictments yet preferred against British workman-I England in 1839, and again three years later; and it was es-
cannot be too highly valued. ship in that department. timated that within twenty-five years thereafter the losses by 

Further information may be obtained from Herbert Wads- The field covered by the paper-the supplying of house deaths alone in England had amounted to $450,000,000. In 
worth, 26 Merchants'Bank Building, 28 State street, Boston, builders' hardware-embraces a multitude of conveniences, I 18.'i8 the disease was carried to Australia by an English cow, 
Mass. but no rea1 necessities. Why is it that America has been 
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and, spreading to the cattle ranges, almost depopulated them. 

proWl c in novel devices and clever improvements in this de- In 1843 an infected Dutch cow brought the disease to Brook
partment of manufacture as in so many others, while England lyn, where it has since lingered, slowly spreading among the 
has gone on stolidly copying ancient forms, changing only I cattle in Kings and Queens counties. In 1847 several head 
to cheapen by the introduction of poor material and sham' of infected English cattle were imported into New Jersey, 
construction? Mr. Smith mentions several reasons that and, spreadi ng among a herd of valuable cattle, made it neces
English manufacturers have given him for the state of' sary for them all to be slaughtered, the only certain method 
things he, as an Englishman, so greatly deplores; but evi- ,of stamping out the disea�e. In 1859 four infected cows were 
dently he is not satisfied with any of them, and very justly;' imported into Massachusetts from Holland; the plague spread 
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MARCH 29, 1879. 1 doubtedly; but all these have existed, more or less com- I Professor Law, of Cornell University, one of our best in-

pletely, in other new lands, without that outburst of crea-·. formed veterinary surgeons, most emphatically opposes every 
Contents. tive energy which has made America the nursery of inven- � attempt to control the disease by quarantining the sick or 
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